The After Effect
The After Effect is a lovely scrap yarn pillow designed by Therese Eghult for
SistersInStitch.

Inspired by The Butterfly Effect CAL 2019; we have created a matching pillow that
will help to de-stash yarns you may have left from making your beautiful blanket.

The After Effect pattern will be released as a free mini-CAL here on our homepage at
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www.SistersInStitch.com

Divided into 3 parts, it will run for as many weeks; starting on May the 2nd and ending
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on the 16th 2019. Once the mini-CAL is completed, the pattern will remain as a
regular pattern so if you can’t join right now; you can always choose to crochet the
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pillow later.
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We want you to enjoy this process and we will do our best to make sure that any
questions you might have get answered as soon as possible. The easiest way for
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you to make contact is via the official CAL forum.

In the unlikely event that there are errors in the pattern we will work as quickly as
possible to fix it, update the pattern file and inform you.
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Please use the following hashtags in social medias so that we and others can find
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your beautiful makes: #TheAfterEffectPillow and #SistersInStitchCAL
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Notes on the Pattern
How to read the pattern;
* - Indicates repeats for the whole rnd. Find this to identify where you will start your
rnd and also finish it
[ ] - Indicates small repeats. Repeat these the amount of times specified
( ) - Stitches included in parentheses are all to be made in the same stitch
, - Stitches are divided up by ”,” you should read them like this;
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Ex 1.

Pattern writes: sc, 2 sc, sc,

Ex 2.
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You would crochet: sc in the first stitch, 2 sc in the second stitch, sc in the third stitch

Pattern writes: sc, [2 dc, dc] x2, tr

You would crochet: sc in the first stitch, 2 dc in the second stitch, dc in the third
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stitch, 2 dc in the forth stitch, dc in the fifth stitch, tr in the sixth stitch

Pattern writes: sc, (sc, dc, ch2, dc, sc), sc
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Ex 3.
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You would crochet: sc in the first stitch, everything within the () in the second stitch,
sc in the third stitch

fit and see these as suggestions more than anything
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Starting - some explanations and also some tips and tricks, do feel free to do as you see

I choose to start each rnd with a standing stitch. You can of course also use a chain
start instead if you prefer that:
Starting with a sc = ch1
Starting with a hdc = ch1
Starting with a dc = ch2
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Supplies
This pattern was originally made in the colorway BE Future with Yarn and
Colors Must-haves. However, feel free to mix and choose order according to
how much yarn you have left of each color.
You will use less than a skein each.

Color chart:
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A – White (001)
B – Purple Bordeaux (050)
C – Orchid (052)
D – Soft Grey (095)
E – Larimar (062)
F – Denim (061)
G – Violet (053)

Hook: 3.5 mm (or whatever the size your chosen yarn calls for)
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Pillow insert: 40x40 cm (note that the pattern can easily be adapted to fitter
other sizes too)
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